
Tensioned Vertical Drop
Vertical Awning

Exterior Drop Blind System
NCR’s tensioned vertical drop blind is the most versatile product in our range; with so many options and 
accessories that it allows you to create your own unique product of di�erence from our competitors. We 
now o�er your stylish aluminum teardrop bottom rail as standard. The rail is available in white, smooth 
cream, bright silver, slate grey and black, with the option to coat to any Dulux power coat colour. Choose 
from the three di�erent lockdowns options; either strap and buckles, stainless steel clips or the popular 
stainless steel wire guide.

Hooding can be added to both protect the fabric and improve aesthetics; we have two options - either a 
colour bond �ashing or our Flair vertical cassette. The �ashing is available in a range of Colourbond 
equivalent colours - White, Smooth Cream, Merino, Slate Grey, Heritage Red, Federation Green and Black. 
The new �air vertical cassette is considered the premium and features both a sleek contemporary look and 
range of colours. Colour co-ordinate your Flair Cassette with our teardrop bottom rail for a professional 
look. NCR’s vertical awning motor is another great addition to any TVD that you choose! The motor has a 
tension function that allows the motor to reverse againts the lockdowns pulling the fabric taut and then 
safely stopping - this helps to improve the look of the fabric and prevents the awning from ‘�apping’ in the 
wind. Choose either our black or white stylish remote when you economically motorise!
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NCR is excited to release a modern and sleek cassette 
speci�cally designed for use on vertical awning products. This new 

cassette is highly �exible due to both its wide range of standard 
colour and multiple �xing options upon installation.

The colour range has been selected to overlap popular 
Colorbond colours, with the addition of some new 

contemporary colours. The new �air cassette is ideal for the 
Tensioned Vertical Drop Series and also the Ziptrak System, adding a 

re�ned curved shape to replace cumbersome 
alternatives. The Flair Cassette combine with our new vertical awning 

motor will certainly provide a competitve advantage over your 
opposition - a unique combination of colours, style and features can 

be achieved with ease. Contact your nearest branch for further 
information!
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